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This book will educate you on the ins and outs of Bitcoin. This publication covers the following
topics: Introduction Bitcoin Essentials Sending Payments Creation of Bitcoins Using Bitcoin Myths
Downloading a Wallet Securing Your Wallet Bitcoin Clients & Software program Mining Bitcoin
Exchanges Where you can Use Bitcoins It will bring in you to the concept, explain step-by-step

how to get set up, and go in depth into the different providers and issues that come with
buying and selling Bitcoin!
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This is simply not a book When I purchased this item I was expecting a book. Anything included
in this "book" you could find by doing a few basic queries on the Internet. Or, buy among the
REAL books on Amazon. I estimate the "publication" is about 80 pages very long, at best. The
display shot images contained in the reserve - which are essential in following the examples -
are so tiny and blurry that you can't read them or make them out. convincing debate for a
difficult concept. I would suggest it to anyone seeking to gain more understanding on BitCoins.
At greatest this is a assortment of blog entries thrown right into a paperback bound file
format.Save your valuable money, use your web browser. There is no Desk of Contents, no Index,
and no page numbers -- not even copyright or publisher details. good read short, sweet, and
not that hard to check out. I highly recommend this for anyone seeking to get into bitcoins or
cryptocurrency. Will there be an index?. Poorly arranged rather than visually appealing. Looks
like it was taken from tips on a web site. Three Stars OK evaluation up to the point no fluff. The
last third of the reserve the web page indents make it in order that just 1/2 of the page
provides any content material; small book big concepts no commercial advertisements to it
Amazon Refunded My Cash Immediately - Thanks "Bitcoin Made Easy" is a ridiculous name. This
book is similar to a pool of mud - utterly incomprehensible. Since there was no pagination in my
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copy, and since there appeared to be no logical purchase to the text, it may well be the
binder actually mis-arranged the written text sheets. Who knows? The book was priced
reasonably in fact it is not well written in my opinion. But thanks to Amazon for an instantaneous
refund - most appreciated! This book might not be for everyone. Perhaps more complex than it
requires to be.. In any case, the book was a waste materials of money and time. So I would
give this a move when people inquire me for my reserve recommendations. WOW such BTC
knowledge! This book is simple to read, and had not been too long. all of those other page is
blank.
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